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during this interesting interactive book, kids research that now not all eggs are alike, and neither
are the infants that hatch from Look Who's Hatching! them. colour photos.

From university Library JournalPreSchool-Grade 1-This lift-the-flap e-book is either academic
and fun, as youngsters notice the animals that emerge from eggs of a number of shapes, sizes,
and colors. One-sentence clues support them wager what creature might be discovered on
every one spread. For example, "My nest's at the rocks and that i reside the place it truly is cold.
glance who is hatching!" leads readers to discover a full-color photo of a penguin chick. The
crisp, transparent pictures are trigger well via various pastel backgrounds and the thick paper
inventory will withstand consistent use. simply because no additional info is given concerning
the 8 hatchlings present in the book, an day out to the library can be to ensure that kids who are
looking to discover extra a couple of specific animal.Rachel Fox, Port Washington Public
Library, new york
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